
BOOK REVIEWS

THE SCIENTIFIC AND SOCIAL WORK OF THE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL
MEDICINE AND HYGIENE OF SPAIN

In this booklet there is a preliminary review of the
hygiene and health measures which were introduced in
Spain in early times. In 1342 Pedro II took steps to deal
with malaria. James I laid down the guiding principles
for the construction of drains and the provision of a pure
water supply, and in 1751 Ferdinand VI made the notifica-
tion of tuberculosis obligatory. Since those times the
number of regulations has increased, and in the last
century the government's interest in industrial health was
manifested on many occasions.

In 1932 'a revised code covering accidents was drawn
up. More attention to industrial conditions was
apparent in the medical schools, and in July, 1944, a
decree brought about the foundation of a National
Institute of Industrial Medicine, Hygiene, and Safety.
In this institute courses of instruction in industrial
diseases are regularly given and ideas are spread by
continuous propaganda. The institute works in collab-
oration with the-medical profession, insurance societies,
the ministry of social welfare, and the courts dealing with
compensation cases.

In the book under review it is suggested that the
Spanish artisan and craftsman was unequalled in Europe
at the time of the expulsion of the Moors and the freeing
of the slaves. -At a later date, when wealth from overseas
flowed into Spain, there was less progress in manufacture
and invention. The landowners were too rich to feel
any material need to foster progress in these direcfions,
and also too proud to soil their hands with trade.
During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
Spain lost ground that is only now being slowly recovered.

This institute has begun investtgations into the
hygienic conditions of forest workers and workers in
lead, in the printing trade, and in other employment.
It is also recommending that the list of trades in which
women and children should not work might be extended.
The official interpretation of an industrial accident is

in Spain so wide as to cover all forms of illness and all
injuries attributable t6 employment. As induitry has
not been very extensive, the number of recognized
industrial illnesses has not been as great as elsewhere.
Nevertheless, in 1936, the Cortes drew up a list of
industrial disorders which has formed the basis of more
recent legislation. Particular attention was given to

pneurnoconiosis. Orthopwdic surgery and the surgical
treatment of accidents has not received as much attention
in Spain as seems necessary. The institute is taking
active steps to remedy this defect and to arrange for the
necessary experimental work, the manufacture of artificial
limbs, means of assistance and retraining for the disabled,
and a close link with-the lawyers handling compensation
cases.
An industrial museum is being formed in which special

displays will draw attention to the methods of preventing
accidents and industrial diseases. In connexion with
this a laboratory and research service is organized and a
statistical office has also been set up.

[This pamphlet of 56 pages is necessarily only a brief
outline. Since the measures described are of recent
origin it appears unlikely that the institute can produce
much original work in the near future.] G. C. P.

DYNAMIC MOTION AND TIME STUDY
By James J. Gillespie

(Paul Elek (Publishers) Ltd., London. 1947. Pp. 95.
Eight illustrations. Price, 7s. 6d.)

The presentation of Gillespie's monograph loses
nothing by being unorthodox. There can be no mistake
about his opinions; such forthright language is a
pleasure after the usual mealy-mouthed agreements.
The author is unquestionably right to quarrel with the

attitude of mind which causes some advocates of time
and motion study to measure operation time cycles to
the fifth decimal place of a minute. This he dubs
" micromotionism." Equally right is the author's stress
that the operator and the operator's response and
prejudice are the most important element in any factory
operation. At least here is a glimmering that the
functions of a human being are not so simple as job
sheets. Rearrangement of jobs to avoid unnecessary
effort does good to all but, as is hinted, the wisdom of
attempts to dictate the manner and time of an operation
movement is open to doubt. Apart from a few references
to Plato, the author takes little account of physiological
or psychological knowledge. Recent work (for example
by Bartlett) on the psychological aspects of fatigue and
skill is entirely ignored. The medical reader will be left
with the feeling, in spite of Gillespie's valiant efforts to
enlighten soul-searing orthodoxy, that time and motion
study is neither art nor science but a dogma.

T. A. L. D.
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